
Manual of Policies and Procedures (MOPP) 
 
E/10.1 Conferral, graduation and academic dress  

Appendix A - QUT Standard of Academic Dress 

University colour - the distinguishing colour of the University is  PMS541 Blue  
 

Description of Academic dress (Regalia) 
 

Award Robe/Gown Hood/Stole Cap 
Chancellor Deep blue gown of Cambridge pattern 

embellished on the facings, sleeve 
edges, shoulders and collar with braids 
embroidered in gold threads and gold 
trims with the design theme based on 
the floral emblem of Queensland, the 
Cooktown Orchid 

 Dark blue Tudor 
bonnet with gold 
edging and gold cord 
and tassels 

Vice-Chancellor and 
President 

Deep blue gown of Cambridge pattern 
embellished on the facings, sleeve 
edges, shoulders and collar with braids 
embroidered silver threads and silver 
trims with the design theme based on 
the floral emblem of Queensland, the 
Cooktown Orchid and appropriate 
sleeves 

 Dark blue Tudor 
bonnet with silver cord 
and tassels 

Vice-President 
(Administration) and 
University Registrar 

Deep blue gown of Cambridge pattern 
embellished with silver braids and silver 
threads embroidered with the design 
theme based on the floral emblem of 
Queensland, the Cooktown Orchid 

 Blue velvet bonnet 
with silver cord and 
tassel or blue 
mortarboard with 
silver tassel 

Councillor Cambridge master pattern of black 
cloth with gold and cream embossed 
trimming and vertical gold edging 

Black hood fully lined 
with gold colour silk 

Black mortar board 

Doctor of the University Cambridge doctoral pattern of scarlet 
cloth with facings and sleeve linings in 
University blue 

Cambridge pattern of 
scarlet cloth, fully lined 
in QUT blue 

Black velvet Tudor 
bonnet with gold cord 
and tassels 

Higher Doctorate Cambridge doctoral pattern of scarlet 
cloth with gold linings and facings 

Cambridge pattern of 
scarlet cloth, fully lined 
in gold 

Black velvet Tudor 
bonnet with gold cord 
and tassels 

Doctor of Philosophy Cambridge master pattern of black 
cloth with red facings 

Cambridge pattern of 
black cloth fully lined 
in red 

Black velvet Tudor 
bonnet with red cord 
and tassels 

Professional Doctorate Cambridge master pattern of black 
cloth with blue facings 

Cambridge pattern of 
black cloth fully lined 
in blue 

Black velvet Tudor 
bonnet with blue 
cord and tassels 

Master of Philosophy Black, Cambridge master pattern Cambridge black cloth 
fully lined in red 

Black mortar Board 

Master Degree Black, Cambridge master pattern Hood fully lined with 
QUT blue together 
with a border of 25mm 
pearl white 

Black mortar Board 

 
 



 
Award Robe/Gown Hood/Stole Cap 
Graduate Diploma / 
Graduate Certificate 

Black, Cambridge bachelor pattern Hood containing 
100mm band of silk in 
the colour of QUT blue 
together with a border 
of 25mm pearl white 

Black mortar Board 

Bachelor degree / 
Honours degree 

Black, Cambridge bachelor pattern Hood containing 
100mm band of silk in 
the colour of QUT blue 

Black mortar Board 

Diploma Black, Cambridge bachelor pattern None None 

 
 

Colour representations of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Stoles 
 

Aboriginal stole black: the Aboriginal people of Australia 

yellow: the sun 

red: the earth and the colour ochre, which has ceremonial significance 

Torres Strait Islander stole green: the land blue: the sea white: peace 

black: the Torres Strait Islander people 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander stole 

reflects both the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander colours as stated above 
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